
WARNING: 
To reduce risk of injury, the user must read and understand this instruction manual before using your Aquatube. 
This apparatus is intended for domestic use only in accordance with the instructions provided in this manual.

Ideal Sourcing Ltd, Ideal Home House, Newark Road, Peterborough PE1 5WG

Please read these instructions carefully and retain for future use.

Model No: F001DBT
USER MANUAL
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GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

• Keep children and pets away from equipment while in use.
• Use your AQUATUBE for its intended purpose as described in this manual. 
• Leave yourself 1 metre space around you when using your Aquatube.
• Only use ordinary tap water. Do not fill with other liquids or materials.
• After adding or removing water, dry off any spillages or splashes.
• Ensure the cap is secured tightly before use.
• Always wear the appropriate workout clothes and footwear when exercising. 
• Follow the warm-up exercises before you commence your workout.
• Start slowly and progress gradually.
• Only use a quantity of water suitable for your fitness levels and goals.
• DO NOT drink the water stored in your Aquatube.

For your safety and the safety of others 
the following safeguards are very important.

 Failure to read and follow these instructions may lead to serious injury.

We always recommend that you talk to your Doctor before embarking on any 
new exercise regime if you have had any recent surgery, are pregnant, if you 
have an injury or if you have concerns about your health or levels of fitness 

that you think additional exercise may aggravate. 
 

Always discontinue exercising if you experience dizziness or shortness of breath. 
Talk to your Doctor before resuming exercising if you experienced nausea, pain or 

other acute abnormal symptoms, or are simply concerned about continuing.

UNPACKING:

• To avoid danger of suffocation, please keep all plastic bags out of the reach of children.
• Check that there is no damage to the unit prior to use. In case of visible damage before or 

during use, stop using your AQUATUBE and contact your Vendor. 
• Your AQUATUBE is designed for home use only and is not intended for commercial use. 
• Please retain all packaging & paperwork for future use. Store safely away from children & animals.
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STORAGE & CLEANING

• Do not store anything on top of your AQUATUBE
• Do not store anywhere the water may freeze.
• Protect from impacts and sharp objects.
• Only use a mild detergent solution for cleaning.
• Clean the outside when necessary and the inside with mild detergent cleaning solution 

and rinse thoroughly with water.

Model No.: F001DBT  Made in China

Your AQUATUBE is a fun way to exercise every muscle in your body 
and you can customise it to your personal goals.

Get Fitter Faster
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Filling your Aquatube

1. Remove cap 

2. Add desired amount of water. It is best to use a jug, to avoid spilling. 
AQUATUBE empty is 2kg – AQUATUBE full is 11kg 

3. Follow marker indicators on your AQUATUBE for desired weight. 
It is recommended to use between 2kg – 8kg when exercising. 
If you fill it any more than this it will reduce the Flow Resistance Training benefits. 

4. Replace cap and wipe off any excess water.

Customising your Aquatube

After following the ‘Filling your Aquatube’ steps;

1. Check weight is suitable

2. If your AQUATUBE feels too heavy, remove some water. If it feels too light, add more water.

3. Once you have reached a comfortable weight, replace cap and wipe off any excess water. 
Your AQUATUBE is now ready to use. 

1. 2.

3.

4.

1000 milliliters = 1kilogram

?
1.

2.

3.
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WARMING UP & COOLING DOWN – IMPORTANT

One of the most important parts of your workout is to prepare your body for exercising with your AQUATUBE. 

WARMING UP Before starting your Aquatube workout it’s important to warm up to prepare your 
body for exercise. Your warm up only takes a few moments and will help you get even more from 
your session and should include:

COOLING DOWN 
STRETCHES Stand close to a wall, chair or other solid object. 

If you feel you need to, use one hand to assist 
your balance. Bend the opposite knee and lift 
your heel towards your buttocks. Reach back 
and grasp the top of your foot with the same side 
hand. Keeping your inner thighs close together, 
slowly pull your foot towards your buttocks until 
you feel a gentle stretch in the front of your 
thigh. You do not have to touch your buttocks 
with your heel. Stop pulling when you feel the 
stretch. Keep your kneecap pointing straight 
down and keep your knees close together. 
(Do not let the lifted knee swing outward.) Hold 
the stretch for 20 to 30 seconds.
Repeat the exercise for the other leg.

Sit on the floor and bend your legs so that the 
soles of your feet are together. Place your hands 
on your ankles. Lean forward from the waist and 
press down lightly on the inside of your knees. 
You should feel a stretch in the muscles of your 
inner thighs. 

QUADRICEPS STRETCH

INNER THIGH STRETCH

Stand approximately one arm’s length away from 
a wall or chair with your feet hip-width apart. 
Keeping your toes pointed forward, move one leg 
in close to the chair while extending the other leg 
behind you. Bending the leg closest to the chair 
and keeping the other leg straight, place your 
hands on the chair. Keep the heel of the back 
leg on the ground and move your hips forward. 
Slowly lean forward from the ankle, keeping 
your back leg straight until you feel a stretch 
in your calf muscles. Hold for 20 to 30 seconds. 
Repeat the exercise for the opposite leg. 

CALF AND ACHILLES STRETCH

WARMING UP & COOLING DOWN – IMPORTANT

1. Some light cardiovascular activity to warm  
 your muscles and encourage blood flow  
 around your body.

2. Some careful movements of all your limbs  
 which will lubricate each joint and help  
 you achieve a full range of motion.

COOLING DOWN helps removes the lactic acid build-up in the muscles by oxygenating the 
muscles after your exercise routine.  Lactic acid is what makes you ache after a workout, cooling 
down should be undertaken soon after the last set of exercises you intend to complete.
Both warming up and cooling down should be done slowly and accurately, there is no hurry to 
complete these exercises, it is more important to complete them. In addition, it is good practise 
to move around after the cool down exercises to further dissipate the lactic acid.

You may like to use the mobility workout on page 12 for your warm up or you could choose your 
own preferred choice of activity such as walking around and then carefully moving your arms 
and legs through their full range of movement or even begin with a short jog!
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Lay flat on your back with your hips relaxed against 
the floor. Bend one leg at the knee. Keeping both 
shoulders flat on the floor, gently grasp the bent 
knee with your hands and pull it over your body 
and towards the ground. You should feel a stretch 
in your hips, abdominal and lower back. Hold for 
20 to 30 seconds and release. Repeat the exercise 
for the opposite side.

BUTTOCKS, HIPS AND ABDOMINAL STRETCH
Stand with your feet shoulder width apart and 
your knees slightly bent. Lift one arm overhead 
and bend your elbow, reaching down behind 
your head with your hand toward the opposite 
shoulder blade. Walk your fingertips down your 
back as far as you can. Hold this position. Reach 
up with your opposite hand and grasp your 
flexed elbow. Gently assist the stretch by pulling 
on the elbow. Hold for 20 to 30 seconds.
Repeat the exercise for the opposite arm.

OVERHEAD / TRICEPS STRETCH

Stand with your legs hip width apart. Extend 
one leg out in front of you and keep that foot 
flat against the ground. With your hands resting 
lightly on your thighs, bend your back leg and 
lean forward slightly from your hips until you 
feel a stretch in the back of your thigh. Be sure 
to lean forward from the hip joint rather than 
bending at your waist. Hold for 20 to 30 seconds. 
Repeat the exercise for the opposite leg.

STANDING HAMSTRINGS STRETCH

TOP TIP: As you progress, you can 
create your own warm up and cool 
down exercise routine, you do not need 
to keep strictly to the above routine so 
long as you utilise all the basic muscle 
types included above.

TOP TIP:

DONT FORGET YOUR 
COOLING DOWN 

ROUTINE

Warming up and cooling down should take around ten minutes each. 
It is sensible to adjust this timing according to your own situation. 

You would benefit from a longer warm-up session if you exercise soon after 
waking up than you would after a walk to the shops and back for example.

TAKE YOUR TIME WARMING UP & COOLING DOWN. 
ENJOY THE STRETCHES AS THEY WILL MAKE YOU FEEL BETTER.

WARMING UP & COOLING DOWN – IMPORTANTWARMING UP & COOLING DOWN – IMPORTANT
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HOLDING YOUR AQUATUBE

Choose your required hold for the exercise 
unless otherwise stated in the exercise. 
Natural hold is solely used for the DVD 
across all exercises.

NATURAL CRADLEBAZOOKAN CB
Hammer grip, 
hold handles 
as you would a 
hammer.

Hold your 
AQUATUBE across 
your chest 
with arms tucked 
underneath.
1. Elbows wide 
= more stable
2. Elbows narrow 
= less stable  
(If extra safety & grip 

is required, invert 

Aquatube 

& position upper 

arms in handle 

recesses)

AQUATUBE on 
1 shoulder, 
shoulder arm on 
top to steady, 
opposite arm 
underneath on 
hand.

HIGH

SINGLEEND DOUBLE

H

SE D

NATURAL HOLD + 
held overhead.

AQUATUBE stood 
on end, 1 hand 
on the upper 
handle, palm up 
or palm down 
as required.

Grip in 
recessed ends. 
Careful, more 
challenging!

AQUATUBE stood 
on end, 2 - 3 
fingers of both 
hands on the 
upper handle, 
palm up.
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AQUATUBE EXERCISES: MOBILITY
All exercises use the Natural grip

1. Rock N Roll

2. Bazooka Twist

Either standing or seated, hold your AQUATUBE at shoulder height, laterally pivot on alternate sides from 
the waist so your AQUATUBE tilts up & down. Keep your elbows tucked into the body.

Either standing or seated, 
hold your AQUATUBE like a 
Bazooka on one shoulder, 
twist and swap to alternate 
shoulders. Keep your 
AQUATUBE parallel and 
horizontal to the floor.

3. Cradle Squat

4. Torso Twister

Whilst standing, hold your 
AQUATUBE across your chest 
with your forearms tucked 
in the recess of the handles. 
Slowly bend your knees, as 
low as you can comfortably 
go. Then bring yourself back 
up slowly. Make sure you 
keep your chest up and back 
straight.

Either standing or seated hold your AQUATUBE at shoulder height, rotate from the waist and 
then bring to the centre, before doing the next side.

N
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5. See - Saw

Either standing or seated, hold your AQUATUBE at shoulder height, laterally pivot 
on alternate sides from the waist so your AQUATUBE tilts up & down. Keep your elbows tucked 
into your body.

Sets & Reps 
For best training benefits, 2 sets of 12 reps per exercise with a 60 second rest between sets 
is recommended. However longer recoveries and fewer reps can equally be appropriate.

If you are finding it too challenging to complete 2 sets of 12reps, then use less water or try an 
easier set of exercises.

The unique exercise concept of exercising with AQUATUBE is Flow Resistance Training – you’re 
exercising with a resistance (the weight of the water) but you’re also exercising with a moving 
resistance as it flows – which delivers greater benefits.

Don’t forget to cool down!

Get Fitter Faster

AQUATUBE EXERCISES: BEGINNER

1. Quad Squat

2. Flip

Hold your AQUATUBE at chest height, perform a squat as low as you feel possible and come 
back up. Turn your body 90° in a clockwise motion and perform another squat. 
Repeat this 3 more times until you are back to your starting position.

Hold your AQUATUBE vertically 
out in front of you, rotate 
your AQUATUBE 180° so your 
opposite hand is now on top 
and then rotate back to the 
starting position.

All exercises use the Natural gripN
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3. Bazooka Lunge

4. Single Leg Piston

Starting with your AQUATUBE 
at chest height lunge forward 
with one foot (step forward 
and bend the knee so your 
thigh is parallel with the floor), 
as you lunge move your 
AQUATUBE on to your opposite 
shoulder into the bazooka 
position (i.e. right foot forward 
/ AQUATUBE on left shoulder). 
Then repeat for opposite side.

With your AQUATUBE at chest height, raise one foot off the floor and maintain balance. When 
you are balanced slowly raise your AQUATUBE to overhead and back down while your foot is 
off the floor. If you find this challenging, rest your toes on the floor.

5. Knee Up

Lying on your back, hold your AQUATUBE horizontally above you, bend your knees and place your 
feet flat on the floor. Bring one knee up as close to your AQUATUBE as possible and then back 
down. Repeat on the other leg. To make this more challenging do both knees at the same time.

Sets & Reps 
For best training benefits, 2 sets of 12 reps per exercise with a 60 second rest between sets 
is recommended. However longer recoveries and fewer reps can equally be appropriate.

If you are finding it too challenging to complete 2 sets of 12reps, then use less water or try an 
easier set of exercises.

The unique exercise concept of exercising with AQUATUBE is Flow Resistance Training – you’re 
exercising with a resistance (the weight of the water) but you’re also exercising with a moving 
resistance as it flows – which delivers greater benefits.

Don’t forget to cool down!

Get Fitter Faster
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AQUATUBE EXERCISES: INTERMEDIATE

1. Lunge Flip

2. Half Windmill

Perform a lunge, holding 
your AQUATUBE vertically 
out in front, turn your 
AQUATUBE 180°, so your 
opposite hand is now on 
top and then rotate back 
to the starting position. 
Repeat for both legs.

From standing hold your AQUATUBE at thigh height, “windmill” your AQUATUBE up to and above 
the head and back down. Make sure your AQUATUBE stays parallel to the floor and stops at the 
6 o’clock position. Repeat in the opposite direction.

3. Golf

4. Kayak

From standing, hold your 
AQUATUBE at thigh height, 
swing your AQUATUBE to the left 
in a similar movement to a golf 
swing, turning from the waist, 
bring back down. 
Repeat for both sides.

From standing position hold your AQUATUBE at chest height. Make a paddling action, bringing 
one side down by your side as if you were paddling a kayak. Repeat on the other side.

All exercises use the Natural gripN
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5. Ab Piston

Sit in the V position with legs raised off the ground 
and leaning back. Hold your AQUATUBE horizontally 
and raise up and down in a piston motion.

You can also perform this 
exercise with your heels 
on the ground if you find 
raising them too difficult.

Sets & Reps 
For best training benefits, 2 sets of 12 reps per exercise with a 60 second rest between sets 
is recommended. However longer recoveries and fewer reps can equally be appropriate.

If you are finding it too challenging to complete 2 sets of 12reps, then use less water or try an 
easier set of exercises.

The unique exercise concept of exercising with AQUATUBE is Flow Resistance Training – you’re 
exercising with a resistance (the weight of the water) but you’re also exercising with a moving 
resistance as it flows – which delivers greater benefits.

Don’t forget to cool down!

Get Fitter Faster

AQUATUBE EXERCISES: ADVANCED

1. Sidewinder

2. Speed Skater

From standing, hold your AQUATUBE at chest height, lunge forwards and swing your AQUATUBE 
to the side until it is parallel with the floor. Repeat by lunging with the opposite leg and swinging 
your AQUATUBE to the opposite side.

Standing bent over, bend the knees and lean forwards until your AQUATUBE is below the level 
of your knees. Twisting and pivoting from the waist, swinging your AQUATUBE up to one side and 
back to the 6 o’clock position, controlling the movement throughout. Repeat on the opposite side.

All exercises use the Natural gripN

5b. Ab Piston (alt)
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3. Vertical Frog Hop

4. Excavator

Hold your AQUATUBE at chest height and go into the squat position. Jump upwards on the spot, 
land and return to the squat position. Repeat. To make the exercise more challenging, jump 
forward and backwards alternately.

In the squat position, position your AQUATUBE between your legs parallel to the floor. 
Swing your AQUATUBE up until in the overhead position, twist it 180° and return to the start.

5. Slayer

Lie on your back with your feet flat on the floor and knees bent, hold your AQUATUBE high above 
the chest with straight arms. Keep arms straight as you lower your AQUATUBE down to your side 
as close to the floor as you feel comfortable. Keeping straight arms, bring your AQUATUBE back 
up above your chest and repeat on the other side. Make sure not to arch your lower back.

Sets & Reps 
For best training benefits, 2 sets of 12 reps per 
exercise with a 60 second rest between sets 
is recommended. However longer recoveries 
and fewer reps can equally be appropriate. 
If you are finding it too challenging to 
complete 2 sets of 12reps, then use less water 
or try an easier set of exercises.

Get Fitter Faster 
The unique exercise concept of exercising 
with AQUATUBE is Flow Resistance Training – 
you’re exercising with a resistance (the weight 
of the water) but you’re also exercising with a 
moving resistance as it flows – which delivers 
greater benefits.

Don’t forget to cool down!

1

3

2

4
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